Make a Place for Finches

by Nancy Vigran
California

With the steady decline of imports for a variety of reasons (which I need not drill into you here) will come the steady decline of avian species available in the U.S., especially finches and softbills. Although this sounds quiet obvious, have you, as an aviculturist, thought about it?

While we are all busy scrambling around for a particular parrot species, during the time when imported birds are still available, have we thought about the $10 a pair Red-eared Waxbills or the $20 a pair Strawberry Finches, Green-singers and the like? These birds have been available through the years in such numbers and at such low prices, that only the true finch breeders or those that enjoy a garden aviary have tried to work with them.

Many Australian finches have found their place in aviculture. Although some are imported from European breeders, the abundance are produced in self-sustaining captive breeding populations here in the U.S. Prices on most have remained stable and many breeders work with them because of the nice price they can bring, $75 a pair and up.

But why work with $10 a pair species? There is no profit or has not been until now. Prices will, however, soar in the future as not only will imports stop, but many breeders will not be able to produce these birds because, we, as aviculturists, have not spent the time to understand their needs, which often are not necessarily similar to those of their Australian counterparts.

You need not be a “finch” person to set up a place to work with finches. You only need to be an aviculturist or a bird lover who doesn’t want to lose sight of a beautiful species. Most finches are not difficult to care for and do not require a lot of room. They can be kept in cages, in indoor aviaries and outdoor flights. They can be kept as individual pairs, some can be kept in colonies, while many do well in a mixed collection. The mixed collection can include other types of finches, doves, softbills and many hookbills including cockatiels, Neophemas and other Australian parakeets. Finches are quiet and most human neighbors won’t complain about the noise your finches make. And now you have even more motivation for working with finches because think of all the profit you can make breeding Orange-cheeked Waxbills when they claim the price of $100 a pair or Cordon Bleus at $125 a pair.

So, let your greed take over and when you see a pair of Tri-colored Nuns at the pet store for $30 a pair, buy them and don’t think, “Gee, I could be buying these wholesale for half the price,” because can you?

For the Life of your Bird
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* Handfeeding Formulas for Baby Birds.
   —Psittacines —Nectivores
   —Squab —Wildlife Rehab.

* Maintenance Pellets and Crumbles.  * Nectars


These convenient foods have been formulated based on data from university research. The handfeeding formulas just mix with warm water. With pellets and crumbles there is no expense and mess due to seed hulls, and there is good nutrition in every bite. All of our products exclude animal and fish byproducts to eliminate potential sources of gram negative bacteria.

Let Tom Roudybush, one of the world’s leading pet bird nutritionists, be your bird’s nutritionist.

For more information, please contact us:
P.O. Box 908, Templeton, CA 93465-0908
Phone (805) 434-0303 or 1 (800) 326-1726